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Embryology of the Ovary and Testis Wentworth Press
Research on the frontiers of urban studies was the subject of a conference
on nineteenth-century cities held in November 1968 at Yale University.
These papers from the conference attempt to define what is coming to be
known as the "new urban history." The cities studied range from small
communities - such as Springfield, Massachusetts, and Poughkeepsie, New
York - to giants like Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston. While the majority
of the contributions deal with American cities, four essays examine cities in
Canada, England, France, and Colombia. The studies focus on the
dimensions of mobility and stability in the social structure of nineteenth-
century cities. Within this general frame, the essays explore such areas as
urban patterns of class stratification, changing rates of occupational and
residential mobility, social origins of particular elite groups, the relations
between political control and social class, differences in opportunities for
various ethnic groups, and the relationships between family structure and
city life. In all these fields, the authors relate sociological theory to the
historical materials; a complex yet readable, interdisciplinary portrait of the
origins of modern city life is the result.
The Mobile Audience Rodopi
This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to
the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is
in the public domain in the United States
of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Nineteenth-Century Cities
Preliminary Material -- Introduction /Howard Rheingold -- Overview
/Martin Rieser -- Pockets of Plenty: An Archaeology of Mobile Media
/Erkki Huhtamo -- The Temporal and Spatial Design of Video and
Film-based Installation Art in the 60s and 70s: Their Inherent
Perception Processes and Effects on the Perceivers' Actions /Susanne
Jaschko -- Forgotten Histories of Interactive Space /Martin Rieser -- Art
by Telephone: From Static to Mobile Interfaces /Adriana de Souza e
Silva -- Mobile/Audience: Thinking the Contradictions /Mary Griffiths
and Sean Cubitt -- Towards a Language of Mobile Media /Jon Dovey
and Constance Fleuriot -- Snapshots from Curating Mobility: (If you
build it, they won't necessarily come) /Beryl Graham -- Beyond
Mapping: New Strategies for Meaning in Locative Artworks /Martin
Rieser -- Digital Media and Architecture--An Observation /Anke Jacob
-- Urban Screens as the Visualization Zone of the City's Invisible
Communication Sphere /Mirjam Struppek -- Future Physical: The
Creative User and theme of response-ABILITY /Debbi Lander -- 'A
Fracture in Reality': Networked Narratives as Imaginary Fields of Action
and Dislocation /Andrea Zapp -- What makes mediascapes
compelling?:Insights from the Riot! 1831 case-study /Josephine Reid
and Richard Hull -- Hopstory: A study in place-based, historically
inspired narrative /Valentina Nisi and Glorianna Davenport -- The
Media Portrait of Liberties: A Non-linear Community Portrait
/Valentina Nisi , Mads Haahr and Glorianna Davenport -- Loca:
'Location Oriented Critical Arts' /Drew Hemment , John Evans , Mika
Raento and Theo Humphries -- Invisible Topographies /Usman Haque
-- Wifi-Hog: The Battle for Ownership in Public Wireless Space /Jonah
Brucker-Cohen -- Puppeteers, Performers or Avatars: A Perceptual
Difference in Telematic Space /Paul Sermon -- Mobile Feelings:
Wireless Communication of Heartbeat and Breath for Mobile Art

/Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau -- The Living Room
/Victoria Fang -- tunA and the Power of Proximity /Arianna Bassoli --
Engagement with the Everyday /Margot Jacobs -- Between
Improvisation and Publication: Supporting the Creative Metamorphosis
with Technology /Cati Vaucelle -- Developing Creative Audience
Interaction: Four Projects by Squidsoup. /Anthony Rowe -- The
Emotional Wardrobe /Lisa Stead , Petar Goulev , Caroline Evans and
Ebrahim Mamdani -- Social Fashioning and Active Conduits /Katherine
Moriwaki -- Wunderkammer: Wearables as an Artistic Strategy /Laura
Beloff -- Flirt and Mset /Fiona Raby -- Trace, The Choreography of
Everyday Movement and Drift /Teri Rueb -- Blast Theory /Matt Adams
-- Mixed Reality Lab /Steve Benford -- The Politics of Mobility /Drew
Hemment -- Memory-Rich Garments and Social Interaction /Joey
Berzowska -- Heart on Your Sleeve /Annie Lovejoy -- Contributor
Biographies -- Glossary -- Selected Bibliography Books and Articles.
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